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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon Ladies and Gentleman. My name CDR Will Carr, Director of Surface Warfare Schools Command Directorate of Damage Control and Firefighting.  We’re grateful for the opportunity to attend this conference and exchange ideas this week on ways to make our training program even better.  I’m joined by LT Johnathon Greenfield, the Officer in Charge of our Damage Control Assistant Senior Enlisted capstone course in San Diego, CA – so naturally any exceptionally tough questions will go his way. 
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Our Legacy, Challenge, and Imperative

USS SAMUEL B. ROBERTS (FFG-58) 
Mine strike, 1988 

USS COLE(DDG-67) 
Terrorist attack, 2000 

USS BONHOMME RICHARD (LHD 4) 
Shipboard Fire, 2020 

USS FORRESTAL (CV-59) Munition 
explosions, 1967 

USS FRANKLIN (CV-13)
Air Attack, 1945

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I arrived in this assignment following command of USS GABRIELLE GIFFORDS (LCS 10).  On GABRIELLE GIFFORDS, and every other U.S. Navy vessel Ive served on – the vast majority of our Damage Control training was focused on responding to fire, flooding, and damage at sea, with no outside assistance expected.  This training focus was founded on an impressive legacy of saving ships, and bringing them back to continue the fight. Three years ago, the USS BONHOMME RICHARD suffered a massive fire, pierside, in San Diego during a major maintenance period.  I watched the effort to save the ship unfold on my phone while quarantine in a tiny hotel room on the island of Guam.  Our LCS Crew had flown from San Diego only days before to exchange the ship with our sister Crew.  Two weeks later when we boarded our ship to begin our mission, our Crew had a long list of Damage Contro inspections, assessments, and reviews to be completed immediately.  Not yet having a clear picture of what went wrong, and the underlying causal factors – the Navy’s short term solution was to find and fix….everything.  That effort was warranted in the spirit of doing everything possible to prevent a repeat event.  However,  3 years later, with greater clarity and purpose – we can talk about long term solutions and opportunities because of the renewed focus on Damage Control. Today, Ill discuss Surface Warfare Schools Command’s role in preventing such an incident from occurring again in peacetime, and in ensuring our Sailors are prepared to combat damage and fight fires at sea and in port. 
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“Provide a Continuum of Professional Education and Training in Support of Ship 
Survivability And Chemical, Biological, and Radiological Defense Systems 
Requirements That Prepares Officers and Sailors to Fight and Win at Sea”
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our mission at Surface Warfare Schools Command is to provide the bedrock of skills and knowledge to Sailors and Officers bound for Surface vessels.  We work closely with our partners in the Afloat Training Group, Surface Type Commander Staff, and Naval Sea Systems Command to provide a continuum of individual and team training across a single Sailor’s career, and a ship’s operational cycle. Every sailor in the surface fleet goes through our school houses multiple times in their career. The first time happens before they even step onboard their first ship. After they leave the schoolhouse, the training is continually re-enforced onboard the ships with regular drills and training.  We get them back through our school houses for refresher training or advanced training as their Career progresses. The biggest benefit that our schools give over the shipboard training is the capability to really ramp up the stress on the sailors. We put our teams in rooms that are actively on fire (in a controlled manner of course) with a hose. We also put them in rooms that are actively flooding, and we’re going to let that water get as high as necessary until we can stop it from coming in.The vast majority of our students arrive to participate in one of our courses of instruction as individuals, we increasingly see the value of using our firefighting, flight deck, and damage control wet trainers to build stronger teams from ships.  It pays dividends to get the most realistic training possible with the men and women who will actually be at your side in the fight.  In the coming years, we plan to use our trainers to build the strongest teams possible. 
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San Diego: Firefighting and 
Damage Control Trainer 

Bangor: Firefighting 
Trainer

Norfolk: Firefighting and 
Damage Control Trainer 

International Damage 
Control Assistant / Senior 
Enlisted Course (DCASE)

Fort Leonard Wood: Chemical and 
Biological Warfare Defense 
Training – U.S. Army partners

Surface Warfare Schools Command 

Mobile Training Sites:

• Rota, Spain (MTT)
• NAS Iwakuni, Japan (MTT)
• Okinawa, Japan (MTT)
• Guam (MTT)
• Bahrain (Course)
• Marine Expeditionary Groups

Yokosuka, Japan: 
Firefighting Trainer

Sasebo, Japan:  
Firefighting Trainer 
– JMSDF Partner 

Mayport: Firefighting and 
Damage Control Trainer 

Rota, Spain: Firefighting 
Trainer – Armada 
Espanola Partner Great Lakes Firefighting 

and Damage Control 
Trainer 

Pearl Harbor: Firefighting 
and Damage Control 
Trainer 

Newport, RI: Firefighting 
and Damage Control 
Trainer 

Building Firefighting and Damage Control Skills across the Fleet

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The bedrock of our success is a training infrastructure that provides high-risk, live-fire, and damage control scenarios across the Fleet and at 9 major sites across the U.S. and the globe. We train over 80,000 Sailors annually just in Damage Control and Firefighting, with 16 different courses of instruction, both technical and practical. With over 200 instructors spread across all of our schoolhouses, the Surface Warfare Schools Command training cadre also serves as a Center for learning and leadership development, where specially screened Sailors broaden their knowledge, develop as teachers and instructors, preparing them to return to the Fleet as the Damage Control experts onboard our ships. This robust training infrastructure gives us the ability to provide the needed training flexibly and responsively to the Fleet’s demands in any particular region.  
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Recent Incidents / Major Fires Review 

• Majority of peacetime fires occur in port 
during major ship maintenance period

• Challenges to integrate command and 
control of Fire Response between military 
and civilian agencies

• Continued need for additional training in 
complex shipboard firefighting 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at how changes have unfolded over the last several years. After the 2020, USS BONHOMME RICHARD fire, the U.S. Navy conducted 2 simultaneous reviews across the spectrum of commands, and organizations which support the Fleet, in order to uncover the material, organizational, and even cultural factors that contributed to this incident and similar ones in previous years.  One review looked specifically at the USS BONHOMME RICHARD incident, and the other, a MAJOR FIRES REVIEW, looked wholistically at other major incidents over a span of multiple decades. Both of these reports are available online on the U.S. Navy’s website, and I invite you to read and study them. Surface Warfare Schools Command was a key stakeholder and participant in both reviews.  Our action in response to these incidents has been to renew focus on fire safety during major ship maintenance periods, build more coordinated responses with government and civilian emergency response organizations, and provide more realistic training that simulates the complex shipboard fires.  
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Firefighting Training Gaps 

• Command and Control – integrating 
responses from multiple agencies 

• Complex Shipboard Fires
• Rollover / Flashover
• Cableways / High Voltage
• Weapons / Fuels / Batteries 
• Ventilation 

• Advanced access, extraction, and 
rescue techniques
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Internally, Surface Warfare Schools Command conducted a comprehensive review of our Firefighting and Damage Control training courses, and physical infrastructure. The gaps that we found were greatest in the more advanced portions of our continuum.  We found opportunities to improve training in:  command and control procedures, integration of multiple response organizations, combatting a high voltage electrical space fire, attacking fire from the space above, performing damage control conditions of readiness, Firefighter Extraction System (FES), operate the Ladder Safety System (LSS), water mist extinguishing systems, de-smoke using an installed Smoke Ejection System (SES), reducing fire hazards, responding to a fire during Chemical/Biological/Radiological/Nuclear Warfare threat, conducting one-way communications for flight deck fire, and conducting one-way communications for hangar bay fire. Taking this understanding, we then went to the drawing board of how we could modernize our existing trainers, and utilize new training methods, processes, and technologies to close the gaps. We evaluated modern training solutions to meet surface firefighting training requirements by defining the difference between the requirements/objectives and who/what can be trained. 
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Continuum of Learning – Addressing the training gaps 
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Fire and Damage Response Tactics and Leadership 

Maintenance and Technical Knowledge

General Shipboard Firefighting Damage Control Petty Officer

Fire Marshall

Damage Control Journeyman

AFFF Maintenance 

Advanced Firefighting 

Repair Party Leader Damage Control Assistant / 
Senior Enlisted

General Shipboard Damage Control

Gas Free Engineering 

NEW: Elite Firefighting 

Ship CBRD Specialist

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So how do we address those gaps?Our training tends to fall into two broad categories. The first category, response tactics and leadership applies to all Sailors, regardless of rating, and reflects our ethos that every Sailor is a fireman.  At the novice level, our General Shipboard Firefighting course teaches Sailors the very basics – how to don firefighting ensembles and put the “wet stuff on the hot stuff”.  Historically, and validated by our recent reviews – we have been able to impart this knowledge very well and prepare Sailors to effectively respond as members of hose teams and repair parties. In this realm, we have chosen to address the gaps by developing and revamping our Elite level of training.  The questions we asked ourselves is if our senior Damage Control experts and Repair Party leaders and trainers have the knowledge and experience with the hottest and most dangerous fires, the ability to coordinate a multi-agency response. which requires a “know how” much more than simply deploying the nearest available agent.  Our goal is for these senior leaders to go to their ships and squadrons with this knowledge that they can impart as leaders of shipboard training teams, and be in key leadership nodes in the event of a crisis.  Our second broad category is the maintenance and technical courses that we teach, where we prepare our Damage Controlman on how to do the specifics of their jobs.  Each of our ships has impressive and layered installed firefighting and extinguishing capabilities.  But to extinguish the fire, those systems, and their sensors and control systems have to be available and operational.  A breakdown of your typical Damage Controlman’s day would show about 5% of their time either fighting fires or drilling to fight fires and the other 95% of the time maintaining the equipment, and ensuring the reliability of the internal communications that allows agent to deploy when the button is pressed.  Now, all of the most junior Damage Controlmen received training on these systems at the Novice level when they went through their A School directly following boot camp. They would then report to the ship and immediately forget most of the information as they tried to figure out how to be Sailors. In addition to the schoolhouse training, there are certain qualifications required to work on the equipment and those take a significant amount of time to achieve. As a result, most of the expertise for these complex systems onboard ships was “on the job” and  of the“homegrown” variety At the Expert/Elite end of this category is our established Damage Control Assistant/Senior Enlisted (DCASE) school.  DCASE is an expert level course that is also designed for junior officers and more senior Chief Petty Officers that are going to fill that Damage Control Assistant role. Therefore, there isn’t a ton of time spent talking about the maintenance of these specific systems because the folks in the class are senior enough that they aren’t the ones with hands on the gear and conducting the maintenance. So in the maintenance and technical realm, we are working to address the gaps at the journeyman or intermediate level.  In the last 3 years, we have introduced the Damage Controlman Journeyman Course where the goal is to drill home the maintenance requirements for this equipment to the group of sailors that are reporting to their second ship. At this point, the sailors are usually in the E-4 to E-5 range, so they are about to be the workhorses maintaining these systems.   We have invigorated the Damage Control Petty Officer course, which teaches damage control maintenance fundamentals to Sailors of all ratings, and we have introduced the Fire Marshall course which trains Sailors to recognize, assess, and effectively deal with fire hazards and dangerous conditions, especially during arduous ship maintenance periods. 
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Firefighting Trainer Modernization Project

Required Capabilities:
• Increased Temperature Range / 

Complex Fire simulation
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• Reconfigurable to mimic 
extreme damage

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Identifying our training gaps allowed us to take stock of what we need the physical trainers to do,  and the training scenarios we need to provide. We’ve used this insight to develop a comprehensive plan to modernize our training infrastructure over the next 10 years. First and foremost, our trainers have to be robust and resilient to continues to train 80,000 students a year.  The vast majority of our current training facilities have been in service for 25 to 30+ years which far exceeds their 15 year life expectancy.  This is the point where any building is starting to require additional love and care, much more so the buildings we actually start on fire and flood with sea water! We hired structural and mechanical engineers to conduct an extensive facilities review and, as we anticipated, the training facilities were showing significant physical deterioration because of their age and high utilization rates.  Our modernization plan anticipates their usage for full capacity and the entire spectrum of training for the next two decades. Then we looked at what new and expanded capabilities are needed – increased temperatures to recreate flashover and rollover conditions, and the ability to rapidly reconfigure training rooms to simulate the extreme and unexpected damage Sailors might expect to face are key requirements. And finally, we asked how our trainers can add as much realism as possible. We look at things like visual cues. Do strobe lights add to the environment? Auditory cues. Do the controlled propane fires in the school houses adequately mimic the sound of a fire on ship? Do we need to add ambient noise? Tactile cues. Do we need to incorporate hot spots outside of the fire? Even olfactory. Due we need to bring in the smells of a burning mattress? We also looked at all the support material outside of the fire. Is the scenario adequate? Do we have effective ways to establish communications and then take it away so the teams have to resort to back up means?  We will break ground on the first modernization in the coming years.  While exciting, one of challenges will be to maintain the same student throughput as training facilities are taken offline for modernization – requiring flexibility and creativity throughout the Fleet and partnering with a variety of other military and civilian entities to accomplish the task. 
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Every Sailor a Firefighter – Warrior Toughness 
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• Stress Innoculation

• Human Performance 
Optimization 

• Feedback Tools 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we believe that every Sailor is a firefighter – it requires us to prepare them for the challenges they will face as first responders. The general trend onboard our ships has been a decrease in manning numbers as the capabilities of automation increase.  As numbers reduce, the underperformance or even non-performance of key members of the team due to fight or flight responses in crucial moments can severely undermine the team. The positive contribution of every single Sailor and Officer onboard becomes even more important.However,  taking cues from scientific research, methods, and tools used by elite groups ranging from professional sports teams, special forces, law enforcement and other crisis response organizations, the capacity of individual Sailors to respond to unexpected, and extremely stressing events, can be built and developed with the right combination of tools and training. The U.S. Navy has embraced these efforts as part of a “Warrior Toughness” initiative – and our training courses have become laboratories for new ways in which Sailors and Officers can be better prepared or “inoculated” for extreme stressors, using variety of biofeedback tools that can give trainees a better understanding of their own physiological responses to unexpected events, and even simple visualization and breathing techniques proven to improve cognition and performance in challenging situations. By fully incorporating human performance optimization into each of our high risk training courses and scenarios, our goal is for students not just to know the “how-to” in responding to damage, but to have a full appreciation of human factors and challenge they will encounter in themselves and others as they mount an effective response.  
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Allies and Partners in Damage Control
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• Shared Facilities and Firefighting Trainers 

• Exercises  

• International Courses:  DCASE / CBRD   

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As is true in every other aspect of defense, here too in Damage Control and Firefighting training - we are stronger with partners and allies. Within Surface Warfare Schools Command,  we routinely train with foreign Navies and international partners, especially those engaged in the U.S.’s Foreign Military Sales program prior to ship delivery. Each summer, we convene a Damage Control Assistant/Senior Enlisted course in Norfolk, Virginia, for partner nations. We’ve recently had student graduate from the Royal Saudi Navy, the Republic of Korea Navy, and the Royal Navy of Oman.The U.S. Navy has a longstanding relationship with JMSDF and twice a year, SWSC exports training to our forward deployed Sailors stationed in Sasebo using the JMSDF firefighting and damage control wet trainers at Sakibe.  We also have a similar support agreement with the Spanish Navy to use its firefighting trainer in Rota for our Sailors forward deployed to SIXTH FLEET.Most importantly, Navies have differing practices when it comes to training, and integration with other civilian and government response agencies.  As we continue on our campaign to improve our training curriculum, modernize physical trainers, and better prepare individual Sailors for the unexpected, we greatly look forward to an exchange of best practices from your own organizations.  
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Questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the case of the U.S. Navy Surface Forces, the old adage: “Never let a good crisis go to waste” has certainly held true. While a tragedy, the dedicated focus on improving Surface Navy Damage Control in the aftermath of the USS BONHOMME RICHARD fire will yield positive results for decades to come. I look forward to your questions and comments. 
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